I live in Senna Hills Austin, TX. A neighborhood with fewer than 3000 households. The neighborhood across from ours is Barton Creek West with fewer than 1,350 households where children attend all the same schools as my children. Our neighborhoods are literally walking distance from each other. We do everything together. We meet each other at school, at HEB, in the mall, we carpool (until Covid hit), we have the same concerns. Yet we have different representatives. People who vote for my representative in district 25 live as far as the border of Forth Worth. People who vote for the representative of my friends in district 21 live as far as the border of San Antonio and way out to the east, almost to Rock Springs!!!
Please stop all gerrymandering, whether it is to the benefit of the Republicans or the Democrats. Please let our representatives represent the people according to their interest. Let the people in our school district vote for the same representative.
Thank you.